Liquid-liquid phase separation is a key organizational principle in eukaryotic cells, on par with intracellular membranes. It allows cells to concentrate specific proteins into condensates, increasing reaction rates and achieving switch-like regulation. However, it is unclear how cells trigger condensate formation or dissolution and regulate their sizes. We predict from first principles two mechanisms of active regulation by post-translational modifications such as phosphorylation: In enrichment-inhibition, the regulating modifying enzyme enriches in condensates and the modifications of proteins inhibit their interactions. Stress granules, Cajal bodies, P granules, splicing speckles, and synapsin condensates obey this model. In localization-induction, condensates form around an immobilized modifying enzyme, whose modifications strengthen protein interactions. Spatially targeted condensates formed during transmembrane signaling, microtubule assembly, and actin polymerization conform to this model. The two models make testable predictions that can guide studies into the many emerging roles of biomolecular condensates.
The enrichment-inhibition model 94 Above the saturation concentration, a mechanism must 95 exist that limits the size of larger condensates to allow 96 for the coexistence of multiple condensates. This can 97 be achieved if the loss of proteins from the condensate 98 increases faster with condensate radius R than the gain 99 by net diffusive influx. The influx is proportional to 100 R − R crit ( Figure 1C , see Supplementary Material for a 101 derivation). A loss that scales with condensate volume 102 (4π/3)R 3 would grow faster than R − R crit . Above 103 a certain radius, the loss would surpass the influx, 104 shrinking condensates that are too large and thereby 105 Figure 2 : Enrichment-inhibition model. Condensate droplets can form when the concentration of unphosphorylated proteins is above the saturation concentration c out . Phosphorylation weakens protein interactions, so condensates can be dissolved by increasing kinase activity. A The unphosphorylated proteins (blue) and kinase (orange) get concentrated in the condensates via multivalent, attractive interactions. There, the kinase phosphorylates condensate proteins (red bursts). The non-interacting phosphorylated proteins (red) diffuse out of the condensate. Outside, they get dephosphorylated (blue burst). Unphosphorylated proteins diffuse back into the condensate along the gradient of concentration (blue), compensating the outward flux of phosphorylated proteins. B Without losses from phosphorylation, condensates in the phase separation regime grow by diffusive influx if their radius R is above a critical value R crit , whereas small condensates shrink (blue arrows). Because the influx grows linearly with condensate radius R whereas loss through phosphorylation grows with the condensate volume (4π/3)R 3 (orange), a stable radius R 1 results. C This radius depends on the phosphorylation rate k and shows a switch-like response.
resulting in a stable condensate size. 106 We propose the loss mechanism to be the modifica-107 tion of condensate proteins or RNA by an antagonistic 108 regulating enzyme (orange) that is itself enriched in the Figure 3 : Localization-induction model. A Condensates can form when kinases (orange), bound or attached to a cellular structure such as a membrane, locally phosphorylate proteins (blue). This locally raises the concentration of the phosphorylated proteins (red), which can bind to each other through multivalent interactions, above the threshold for phase separation. Because the concentration of phosphorylated proteins outside the condensate is below saturation, the condensate loses phosphorylated proteins through diffusive flux (wiggly arrows). Outside, they get dephosphorylated (blue burst). Unphosphorylated proteins diffuse back into the condensate, compensating the outward flux of phosphorylated proteins. B Without kinase activity (orange), condensates in the dilute regime would shrink rapidly by diffusive efflux. Because the kinase activity supplies phosphorylated proteins at a constant rate Q 1 , a stable equilibrium is reached at radius R 1 . Below rate Q thr , no condensates can form. C Above Q thr , stable condensates form, whose radius depends linearly on Q. Figure 3A illustrates the model. Phosphorylated
As in the previous model, we expect the phosphatase 169 to be strongly depleted in the condensates to minimize 170 waste of ATP by premature dephosphorylation. 171 Figure 3B shows that, for phosphorylation rates Q 172 below a certain threshold Q thr , no condensates can form 173 because the efflux from a tiny drop is larger than the 174 rate with which phosphorylated proteins are generated 175 by the kinases. Above Q thr , the condensate radius R 176 depends linearly on kinase activity ( Figure 3C ). 
177

Size regulation of transmembrane receptor clusters
223
Regulatory complexity 224 We envisage that the regulation of many biomolecular 225 condensates will be more complex than the two simple 226 models in two regards. First, condensates will usu-227 ally be regulated by several kinases or posttranslational 228 modifiers, whose effects on interactions within the con-229 densate all combine. In Cajal bodies, for instance, two 230 kinases regulate their formation but only one of them 231 is localized to Cajal bodies (see below).
232
Second, some processes will be regulated in a multi- and internally maintained condensates, respectively. 253 We clarified a crucial assumption, the differential en- domain that is required and sufficient for its enrichment 312 within the speckles (Colwill et al., 1996) . Finally, we speculate that the localization-induction 384 mechanism could contribute to transcription regulation. Notably, it predicts these condensates to be stable 474 even at very small radii ( Figure 3C) , at which the char-475 acteristic properties of phase-separation are hard to 476 observe by microscopy (Alberti et al., 2019) . It is attrac-477 tive to speculate that many previously detected protein We derive here the formula for the protein concentration just outside a condensate of radius R (Figure 4A) ,
where c out is the concentration outside a condensate droplet of infinite radius R → ∞ and l c the capillary length, a 765 measure of the strength of interaction between the proteins.
766
For a condensate of radius R we call the protein concentration just on its outside c R (R) and the concentration 767 inside c in . We imagine to transfer from just the outside to the inside of the condensate a single protein together with 768 just the right amount of solvent that this tiny volume dV has the same concentration as the inside of the droplet. That 769 means 1 = dV c in , or dV = c −1 in . The radius of the condensate will increase from R to R + dR. dR can be obtained by 770 solving the equation for the conservation of volume (4π/3)
The change in free energy for the transfer must be zero at equilibrium between the two phases. The change of free 772 energy is the change in interaction energy ∆E plus the change in chemical potential ∆µ, which accounts for the 773 entropic effects:
We define −ε as the change in interaction energy of the protein when transferred from the outside of an infinitely 775 extended phase (R → ∞) to the inside. The change is slightly lower for a finite-sized condensate or radius R, due to 776 surface tension:
where the term 2dVγ/R = 2γ/(c in R) describes the work done against the surface tension γ of the condensate. The 778 change in chemical potential is
Putting everything together, we obtain
Defining the capillary length,
we get 
The approximation is accurate for l c /R 1. The finite-R correction term c out l c /R is called Laplace pressure in Concentration c R (r) around a condensate of radius R and net flux out of condensate 786 We imagine that only a single condensate of radius R floats in the dilute phase of infinite extension, and the protein 787 concentration at infinite distance r from the condensate center is c ∞ . For symmetry reasons, the protein concentration 788 will be the same everywhere on a spherical shell of radius r around the condensate, so we can write it as a c R (r).
789
From statistical physics we know that a concentration gradient ∇p causes a net diffusive flux density j in the 
The total flux integrated over the entire shell surface 4πr 2 is therefore −4πDr 2 ∂c R (r) ∂r . At equilibrium concentrations, 794 the flux through each sphere of radius r > R must be constant, since no proteins can be created or lost between 795 shells:
(The assumption of constant flux holds only approximately, for low rates of (de-)phosphorylation, in the active 797 systems discussed in Figs 2 and 3.) This differential equation is solved by c R (r) = α + β/r. To obtain α and β, we use
From this it follows that β = (c R (R) − p(∞))R and
with
The total flux of proteins leaving the condensate is
This result is plotted in Figure 4D for the case c ∞ > c out . In that case, for condensates above the critical radius, 803 R > R crit , the concentration decreases towards the condensate and the net flux flows towards the condensate ( Figure   804 4B), making the condensate grow. For condensates below the critical radius, R < R crit , the concentration increases 805 towards the condensate and the net flux flows away from the condensate ( Figure 4C ), making the condensate shrink.
806
For the case c ∞ > c out (Figures 4E,F) , the concentration increases towards the condensates for any radius, and the 807 condensate flux will be directed outwards, shrinking the condensate. The critical radius for this case is negative and 808 the flux depends on the radius as shown in Figure 4F . 
We insert the total flux
and obtain
and hence
To find the condensate radius R(k) for a given phosphorylation rate per volume, k, with
one can simply solve the cubic equation flux(R) = 0, which has an analytical solution (Cardano formula). 
where Q is the total amount of phosphorylated proteins per time supplied to the condensate by the localized kinase.
820
This yields, for c ∞ < c out
Many transmembrane receptors organize into dense, supramolecular clusters of a certain preferred size upon binding 823 to extracellular ligands (Case et al., 2019; Chamma et al., 2016; Thievessen et al., 2013; Rogacki et al., 2018) . A fixed 824 cluster size can be advantageous: Clusters need to be large enough for the kinase activity of the entire cluster to distance from center Chemical Potential Figure 5 : Schematic of the chemical potential of the unphosphorylated protein P (blue lines) and the phosphorylated protein P * (red lines) for different reaction schemes. A In the case of passive phase separation, the chemical potentials equilibrate independently. Consequently, gradients in chemical potential are absent and diffusive fluxes do not exist. B Adding spontaneous (de-)phosphorylation (P P * ) implies the chemical equilibrium µ P = µ P * . C Additionally driving the phosphorylation by ATP (P + ATP P * + ADP) keeps the system away from equilibrium if ATP levels are maintained. However, if the reactions proceed equally in both phases phosphorylation and dephosphorylation can be balanced locally. Consequently, spatial fluxes do not exist although the energy ∆µ = µ ATP − µ ADP supplied by ATP is consumed. D Biasing the reactions, e.g. by localizing kinases and phosphatases in different phases, induces spatial fluxes and allows for size control.
the condensates behave qualitatively similar to the passive ones.
878
Kinases and phosphatases act as catalysts for the (de-)phosphorylation reaction, changing the reaction rates but 879 not the equilibrium states. However, if the catalysts co-localize with the proteins, the reaction is biased towards 880 different states inside and outside the condensate. This local bias leads to a chemical potential difference between the 881 condensate and the surrounding, which drives spatial fluxes and can lead to a suppression of coarsening; see Fig. 5D .
882
A strong segregation of kinases and phosphatases in different phases leads to strong spatial fluxes and thereby to a 883 high conversion efficiency between the two species. 
